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V 

Players’ Preference for Male Coaches 

 
 While several themes emerged from my interviews with women’s basketball players, one 

was by far the most universal: their preference for male coaches. Out of all fifteen interviewees, 

only one player had a definite preference for female coaches. All other players preferred being 

coached by men, and while the expression of that desire ranged from explicit to implicit, the 

most common was a directly-stated bias toward male coaches. Kiara, a junior at a very large 

Western school, said, “I prefer working with male coaches,” despite being worried about “being 

sexist or something like that.” “I typically respond better to male coaches,” said Leah. Jasmine, a 

junior at a very large school in the South, said, “I like working with male coaches better.” These 

quotes were synonymous with many, many others. Further, coaches themselves (both male and 

female) are at least somewhat aware of these preferences and offer some perspective on what 

impact they have on the recruiting process.  

 This chapter begins by describing the extent to which coaches of both genders are aware 

of their players’ preference for male coaches. While the full depth of players’ vehement desire to 

be coached by men is somewhat difficult to understand, most athletes were able to offer some 

reasons and examples to explain why they enjoy playing for male coaches. Thus, the chapter 

primarily explores two explanations. Firstly, players have a clear understanding of what they 

look to get out of their relationship with a coach, and male coaches seem more able to fulfill 

these expectations than female coaches do. Secondly, female players likely played for mostly 

male coaches before they enrolled in college, so their preference for male coaches may be a 

result of having received coaching primarily from men in the past.  

Coaches’ Knowledge of Player Preferences 



 

 While coaches don’t seem to be aware of the strength of players’ near-universal 

preference for male coaches, they do have some inkling that players may lean toward preferring 

men. The most telling anecdote of this type came from Coach Rebecca, who works at a very 

large Western school. Several years ago, Coach Rebecca was an assistant coach about to leave 

the school where she currently coached to move to another opportunity elsewhere. The same 

year, her boss, the female head coach, was leaving the school as well, resulting in a vacancy for 

the head coaching position. Coach Rebecca was not a candidate, as she had already taken another 

job, but she approached her friend the athletic director, to ask about the hiring process:  

“The team’s input was that they wanted a guy. I remember being really 

disappointed by that... I could see how they wanted a change, but it was hurtful to 

me, because I’m like, is that where we wanna be going with college athletics? 

Some women that I coached were saying ‘We’d rather have a guy.’ I understood 

why they wanted something different, but... it didn’t fit great with me that different 

meant a whole different gender.”  

Other female coaches also recalled learning that some players prefer male coaches. “You 

hear girls say, ‘I want to play for guys...’ It’s like, [the players think] women are bitches, you 

know what I mean?” said Coach Debra, who works at a small school in the South. Coach Denise 

(employed by a medium-sized school in the Northeast) remembered a period in which she was 

looking to hire another assistant coach, and heard from her team that they wanted her to hire a 

man. “They actually asked me that. ‘Am I going to hire another guy?’... ‘Are you going to hire 

another male? We like that, we like that.’” Coach Susan and Coach Tina described similar 

scenarios when their players asked them to hire a male assistant coach to round out an otherwise-

female staff, indicating their awareness of players’ desire to be coached by men.  



 

 Male coaches also recognized some players’ preference for coaches that share their 

gender. Coach David summarized his perception of girls’ preferences:  

“I think a lot [of players] like a male coach because as they grow up, more are 

coached by their dads than their moms. When they get to high school, the high 

school numbers are outrageous in terms of men to women coaching. A lot of girls 

grew up their whole lives being only coached by men.”  

Other male coaches specifically tied this preference for men to girls’ goals in the recruiting 

process. “I would definitely say a reason why people choose a school is that they want to play for 

a man,” said Coach James, who works at a small school in the Northeast. College coaches “hear 

rumors” from club or high school coaches that a potential recruit wants to play for a coach of a 

particular gender, and a majority of male coaches agreed that they hear that a recruit wants to 

play for a male coach more often than they want to play for a female coach (although this may be 

due to the fact that recruits who are solely considering female coaches are not on their recruiting 

radar).  

When asked why some of her players prefer male coaches, Coach Nicole speculated that 

“there are definitely females that want male attention... whatever their daddy issues are.” Coach 

Denise described how her male assistant is more willing to drop everything to shoot around with 

her players and be there for them in a casual, friendly sense, leading her to believe that they 

prefer him to his female colleagues. However, most coaches felt that past experience with male 

coaches was probably the primary reason. Coach Rebecca reasoned that “I do think some players 

have come up with male coaches only, so it’s nice to have something that they’re familiar with.” 

“They probably all were coached in high school by a male,” Coach Susan said. Coach Tina 

related to this reasoning, remembering that it was “awkward” for her to go to college and be 



 

coached by a woman for the first time, and that “the awkwardness just stemmed from the 

unknown.” Coach Tracy agreed, noting that “in college I felt like I responded better to men... 

because it just was what I knew.” 

Interpersonal Reasons for Preferring Men  

 Players’ preference for male coaches seems to be due in large part to their expectations of 

the relationship they seek to maintain between themselves and their coach, expectations that are 

fulfilled better by male coaches than female coaches. Athletes say that they desire male coaches 

because men are less emotional and personal when coaching, which allows players to focus on 

basketball and seek a personal relationship with the coach only on their own terms. Jasmine 

described the difference between a hypothetical female and male coach if she came to practice 

and was having an off day: “she would ask me what made me have a bad day, where with a male 

coach you’d only talk about basketball. It’s a more strict relationship. You don’t have to give 

personal details.” She continued to describe being annoyed by her current female head coach 

invading her personal life:  

“sometimes my coach comes to our dorms and asks to come in our room and stuff 

like that... a male coach wouldn’t tell you what type of jeans to wear, what type of 

outfit to wear, or come to check on us in our dorm.”  

 Kiara shared: “I feel like female coaches are more focused on... building a relationship 

with your coaches, like team building and personal relationships rather than the skill work that a 

male coach offers,” making clear that she values this technical assistance over a close bond. She 

continued to describe what she sees as the downside of this more personal relationship:  

“[to a female coach] I’m willing to open up more about my personal life... I’m 

telling her, like, this happened in class, and, like, my boyfriend and I had an 



 

argument. And, next thing you know, she’s bringing it up at practice and you’re 

like, shit... I feel like my male coaches will specifically yell at me for what’s 

wrong, like my dribbling. I don’t really get upset about that cause it’s true. But 

[her female head coach], she will yell at me and say some personal stuff. That 

hurts. She’ll bring something else totally to the table that has nothing to do with 

basketball.”  

Several players brought up preferring to keep their personal lives separate from their lives at 

basketball practice and games, and feeling that female coaches are worse at maintaining that 

boundary than male coaches.  

 Players also complained that female coaches tend to project their own emotions onto their 

players, making their relationship with their coach more complicated. Leah shared that dealing 

with the emotional politics of her coach has become her least favorite part of playing college 

basketball, an issue that she never had to worry about with her male coaches in high school. “At 

some point you’re not just playing, you’re trying to appease your coaches and what they want, 

and it takes the fun out of it.” She went on to justify her preference for male coaches by saying 

that “my female coaches have reacted emotionally to things that the team has done or I have 

done and sometimes it feels personal without her saying it.” Mia, a senior at a very large school 

in the West, remembered a few months into her freshman year, her first time playing for a female 

head coach, when her teammates were saying “she’s [the coach] so moody today. I was like, 

wow.” Kiara also described her coach’s emotions having an impact on the team, saying “if she’s 

having a bad day, everybody is having a bad day.”  

 An additional difference that players saw between male and female coaches is how they 

deal with yelling at or being hard on players. Amelia, a senior at a medium-sized school in the 



 

Northeast, described the normal routine of doing drills in practice and how differently she and 

her teammates respond to tough coaching by their female head coach versus their male assistant 

coach:  

“I will say, when [her female head coach] yells at you, you’re like, damn. And 

you get very hurt in your feelings and you take it so personally but then [her male 

assistant coach] does it and it’s just like, oh, he’s just being blunt. Like oh, he’s 

just being honest. Like, he’s not attacking my character personally, whereas when 

[her female head coach] does it, it’s like, how could she, I’ve done all this work. 

So with [her male assistant coach] it’s like simple, whereas with [her female head 

coach] it gets all deep and we just start overthinking shit... He’s a male and he 

can yell at us because we won’t take it personally, two seconds later when she 

[her female head coach] yells at you or doesn’t play you, you’re screaming F at 

her to the grave.”  

Mia concurred that she takes it much more personally when female coaches yell at them versus 

when male coaches do. She remembered “my high school coach who was a male, he wasn’t 

passive aggressive at all,” as opposed to how she feels compelled to second-guess whether her 

current female coach is being “straight up” with her or not. The strong majority of players 

identified certain scenarios in which they felt more perturbed by the rough coaching by their 

female head coach than they did from a male assistant coach or previous male coach. 

 These perceptions of female coaches’ behavior are representative of gender role theory 

(Eagly 1987) which states that society at large expects different types of behavior from men and 

women. Particular behaviors are assumed to be engaged in more often by either men or women 

(Guadagno and Cialdini 2007). As a result, when members of one gender perform a behavior that 



 

is stereotypically associated with the opposite gender, a “counternormative” behavior (Bolino 

and Turnley 2003), they deviate from a socially-acceptable gender performance (Butler 1988; 

Eagly 1987), which leads to social consequences, such as being generally liked less (Bolino and 

Turnley 2003). These consequences appear to be more severe for individuals in occupational 

environments that are particularly gendered (Bolino and Turnley 2003; Guadagno and Cialdini 

2007), such as that of athletics which is traditionally a masculine domain (Burton Nelson 2004; 

Swaton 2010). Applying these theoretical perspectives to female players’ responses to female 

coaches yelling and being tough on them, it seems likely that players associate those types of 

behaviors more with male standards of conduct. Thus, when male coaches yell, players accept 

that behavior as typical and easily accept and incorporate the criticism. When female coaches 

yell, however, that behavior is counternormative given their gender and provokes the players to 

dislike the coach (at least for a short period of time).  

Female Coaches’ Relationships with Players 

Despite players making clear that female coaches’ desire to over-connect with their 

athletes is a central reason why they prefer playing for men, female head coaches almost 

universally described their role as one of maternal authority over their players. They value the 

relationships they build with the female athletes on their team, and take special care to cultivate a 

“family” environment within their program. They particularly illustrated this mentality in 

contrast to the dynamic they presume exists on men’s basketball teams.  

 In describing the ideal coach, women often mentioned traits like “compassion” and 

“empathy,” which they feel are important to relate to the female athlete. Coach Tracy felt that a 

great coach is “somebody that cares about the person before they do about the basketball player.” 

Coach Wendy agreed that her athletes need to “understand that you care about them more than 



 

just what they can do for you on the basketball court.” These descriptions of a caring and 

nurturing female leader were easily synonymous with a maternal role.  

Comparisons to parenthood ranged from subtle to explicit, but were often present. Coach 

Lori, employed by a medium-sized school in the Northeast, felt that “being a parent helps me be 

a better coach.” She further described that “you never stop thinking about [your players]” and 

that her phone is on at all hours of the night for her players to call her if they need her. My 

interview with Coach Linda at her medium-sized Northeastern school was interrupted by a 

player coming into her office with a question. After the player exited, Linda laughed that this 

coincidence had underscored her recent point about always being there for her players: “my door 

is closed, my shade is down. ‘Coach, I really need to talk to you.’ Okay.” In describing her 

overall relationship with her players, she concluded that “I became the head coach, and I 

automatically became the mother.”  

In describing their maternal role as coaches, many women offered their impressions of 

their players’ intrinsic, feminine characteristics. Several mentioned that their female players are 

“emotional,” more so than male athletes. They commented that “the whole family thing” is very 

important for female players. Coach Linda described the difficulty she sometimes faces in 

keeping her players happy when her “girls want to win but they also want to make sure that 

everybody’s good, everybody’s happy… they want to please, they want to perform.” Overall, 

Coach Melissa illustrated the needs of her female athletes by comparing them to male athletes. If 

she was coaching male athletes, she said, she wouldn’t “want to know anything about them – 

they [the players] want to show up, be prepared, compete and play hard and be part of my 

program and that’s it.” For her female athletes, however, Coach Melissa feels the personal 

background information is important: “You’re part of our family, and every decision you make 



 

as part of our family affects us, so I don’t ever want to be surprised, like ‘Oh Coach you didn’t 

know about this?’” Female coaches feel that their players’ personal lives are synonymous with 

their basketball lives, the antithesis of what the players want their coaches to think.  

When asked about their favorite part of the job, over three-quarters of female coaches 

immediately cited the relationships they build with their players. They happily described 

watching and contributing to the growth of their student-athletes over the course of their college 

careers. “I love seeing the kids go from kind of meek little freshmen to confident blossoming 

seniors… I love that,” said Coach Allison, employed by a very large school in the Northeast. 

Coach Melissa felt that “the teaching, the nurturing, the development side is why I coach.” 

While almost every female coach used some sort of maternal language to describe their 

role and relationship with their players, and also cited these aspects of their jobs as their 

favorites, Coach Tina offered an important qualification of maternal portrayals:  

“You see feel-good stories on TV about women’s college basketball, and they talk 

about the relationships and how motherly and how influential female coaches 

are… I think it totally devalues our basketball ability as females… Yeah sure, we 

can be motherly and caring, but that doesn’t change our basketball knowledge or 

our ability to get the most out of our student athletes.”  

Overall, the importance of a head coach of female athletes playing a maternal, 

compassionate, nurturing role for the players was widely agreed upon amongst female coaches. 

Serving their players in this capacity is one of these women’s favorite parts of coaching. 

Unfortunately, female coaches’ highlight of their profession is precisely what devalues them in 

the eyes of players, who say that they prefer to maintain a less personal relationship with their 

coaches and avoid the maternal closeness that coaches intentionally attempt to produce.  



 

Male Coaches’ Approach to Interpersonal Interactions with their Players 

Perhaps surprisingly, given that players seem to prefer male coaches’ focus on basketball 

itself rather than personal interactions, male coaches also identify relationships with their players 

as their favorite part of their jobs. “I love being around the kids, I truly do,” said Coach David. 

“The best part of my professional day is being with [my players] in the gym and teaching and 

helping them become the best people as young women,” confirmed Coach Adam, employed by a 

medium-sized school in the Northeast. Five out of six male coaches responded that the 

relationships they enjoy with their student-athletes are the best parts of coaching, not a 

substantive difference from how female coaches value those same connections. Somehow, male 

coaches are able to balance cultivating these relationships and adhering to the expectations that 

female players set for the coach-athlete relationship.  

The difference seems to be that male coaches don’t assume that their female players are 

overly emotional or need much more personal support than male athletes would, and thus don’t 

attempt to be over-sensitive toward their players. Coach Adam described how he deals with his 

players crying in games or practice:  

“It’s no different from what my own teammates [in college] would do, just sort of 

going within themselves or pouting a little bit or just getting quiet during a drill. 

It’s just, typically the tears don’t come out in the same way. But what’s the 

difference? It’s not like they freak out and walk out of the gym, they just have 

tears in their eyes and they’re like ‘Okay, how do I fix the problem? I’m 

frustrated? How do I win this? How do I get through this drill?’”  

He concluded by stating that he feels it’s very important to “coach them [female athletes] just 

like people.”  



 

 While a few male coaches acknowledged stereotypically-feminine traits of their female 

athletes, such as “sensitivity” or a focus on “the process” rather than just the outcome (winning 

or losing), the overall sentiment of male coaches was that female athletes are simply athletes, and 

they demand the same “straight-up” coaching style that men received themselves as athletes and 

would apply if they were coaching male athletes. The three male coaches that had coached men 

before moving over to the women’s side all agreed that the differences, at least in terms of 

interacting with their athletes, are minimal. Male coaches seem to accept female players as just 

players, stripped of the emotionality that female coaches seem to project onto them. 

The Influence of Past Coaches in Current Coaching Preference  

 Emotional or interpersonal reasoning aside, many players likely prefer male coaches 

because they simply don’t know any other coaching style. Echoing the narratives of female 

coaches, roughly half of players got into basketball thanks to a male influence. “I started playing 

basketball when I was 2, actually. I think I started playing because my uncle gave me a 

basketball for my birthday,” remembered Amelia. Kiara was particularly pressured by a man in 

her family:  

“My grandpa really urged me to [play basketball]. He thought I’d be really good 

at it. So, he would just continuously call me and be like ‘Are you on the team yet,’ 

blah blah blah, like ‘are you joined?’ So I finally joined basketball.  

Emma, a senior at a large Western school, remembered fondly when her dad coached she and her 

friends as a child. In most cases, players joined a basketball team in their childhood because a 

close male influence thought it would be a good idea.  

 Indeed, a major factor in why female athletes prefer being coached by men is likely the 

influence of their past experience. 73 percent of players had never had a female coach up until 



 

college, and another 20 percent had only had one female out of usually five or more past 

coaches. Only one player had a slate of past coaches that was roughly evenly mixed between 

men and women. Zero players had mostly female coaches before coming to college. In general, 

female basketball players’ past coaches were male, which is likely a cause of their current 

preference for male coaches. “I’d rather have a male, just because that’s what I was used to,” 

said Emma. 

 To quantitatively assess the assumption that female players seem to be coached by a high 

proportion of male coaches, I collected data on the genders of head coaches at a random sample 

of high schools around the United States. The results are presented in Figure 6. Of the 82 percent 

of high schools (both public and private) in my sample that offer a girls’ basketball program, 64 

percent of varsity teams were coached by men, while 36 percent were coached by women.  

 

 High school is not the only avenue through which elite female athletes engage with 

basketball. Club or travel-team basketball is a major venue for youth basketball, particularly at 

the most advanced levels. In the United States, the most prominent club basketball organization 

64%

36%

Figure 6: Genders of High School Coaches

Men
Women



 

is the Amateur Athletic Union (AAU). All but one of my interviewees had played AAU 

basketball in high school as their primary avenue toward college recruiting (the one exception 

was an international player; AAU is an American organization). Figure 7 shows the gender 

breakdown1 of current AAU girls’ basketball coaches, which are 58 percent male and 25 percent 

female. 

 

 Between high school and AAU coaches, it is evident that most female players indeed do 

play for men a majority of the time. As intuited by many college head coaches, this past 

experience with male coaches is likely a driving factor in players’ preference for male coaches as 

they enter college. 

                                                      
1 Genders were determined by comparing the list of coaches’ names to the Social Security Administration (SSA)’s list of names classified by 
gender. A name was classified as male or female only if 95% or more of SSA listings were one gender. “Unclear” refers to coaches whose names 
could not be classified by this method, because their name refers fairly commonly to both men and women (ex. Jordan, Chris, Avery). 
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Figure 7: Genders of AAU Coaches
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 Overall, it is abundantly clear that female college athletes prefer playing for male 

coaches, even though all of the players described here currently play for a female head coach. 

This preference seems to be fueled by two primary factors: the differences between how players 

interact with male and female coaches, and athletes’ past history playing mainly for male 

coaches. The interpersonal relations dimension seems to reveal a central conflict: should athletes 

be treated as young adults whom the adult coach needs to nurture and develop, almost as a 

parent? Or should coaches regard their players as simply athletes who need to be technically 

trained, drilled, and conditioned to produce peak sports performance? Female coaches seem to 

naturally gravitate toward ensuring that their technical coaching is supplemented by a caring, 

almost maternal, relationship, while male coaches (who also value relationships to some degree) 

appear to balance the two demands in a way that players perceive to be more optimal. Of course, 

it is always possible that players do intrinsically desire at least some degree of parenting from 

their coaches, being young adults on a college campus away from their childhood homes and 

families for the first time. If they do truly want this support, though, they do not seem to realize it 

consciously. Thus, players remember all of the male coaches that they’ve played for in the past, 

of which there are many, and compare those coaches’ simpler relationship style with their 

current female coaches who seem to intentionally form tight personal relationships. When they 

reflect on this difference, they almost unanimously state that they prefer the male coaching style.  

 These preferences are not insignificant in contributing to the gender balance of coaching 

in women’s athletics. As described in the literature review, athletic directors almost always lead 

the hiring process for intercollegiate head coaches (Lovett and Lowry 1994; Stangl and Kane 

1991). However, players told me that they are frequently asked to join hiring committees and 

take part in assessing and interviewing candidates, often providing an official recommendation to 



 

the athletic director as the process concludes. Beyond these formal methods, athletic directors are 

obviously connected to the high-stakes recruiting process to draw excellent players to their 

teams, and may thus catch on to players’ desires informally as well. When players present a 

seemingly unified opinion that they prefer male coaches, it’s clear that athletic directors could 

ultimately take these preferences into account, and over time trend toward hiring more and more 

male coaches. While players have not previously been considered strong stakeholders in the 

system of coach hiring, there are evident processes by which their clear preference for male 

coaches can present a barrier for women who seek success in intercollegiate coaching.   
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